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Abstract
We study the p-adic (generalized) hypergeometric equations by using the
theory of multiplicative convolution of arithmetic D-modules. As a result, we
prove that the hypergeometric isocrystalswith suitable rational parameters have
a structure of overconvergentF -isocrystals.
0 Introduction.
Katz [Ka, 5.3.1] discovered that the hypergeometric D-modules on A1
C
\{0} can be
described as the multiplicative convolution of hypergeometric D-modules of rank
one. Precisely speaking, Katz proved the statement (ii) in the following theorem (the
statement (i) is trivial but put to compare with another theorem later).
Convolution Theorem over C. Let α = (α1, . . . ,αm ) and β = (β1, . . . ,βn) be two
sequences of complex numbers and assume thatαi−β j is not an integer for any i , j .
Let Hyp(α;β) be the D-module on Gm,C defined by the hypergeometric operator
Hyp(α;β)=
m∏
i=1
(x∂−αi )−x
n∏
j=1
(x∂−β j ),
that is,
Hyp(α;β) :=DA1
C
\{0}/DA1
C
\{0}Hyp(α;β).
Then, Hyp(α;β) has the following properties.
(i) Ifm 6= n, then Hyp(α;β) is a free OGm,C -module of rank max{m,n}. Ifm = n,
then the restriction of Hyp(α;β) to Gm,C\{1} is a free OGm,C\{1}-module of rankm.
(ii) We have an isomorphism
Hyp(α;β)∼=Hyp(α1;;)∗·· ·∗Hyp(αm ;;)∗Hyp(;;β1)∗·· ·∗Hyp(;;βn),
where ∗ denotes the multiplicative convolution of DGm,C-modules.
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Besides the hypergeometric D-modules over the complex numbers, Katz also
studied the ℓ-adic theory of hypergeometric sheaves. Let k be a finite field with q
elements, let ψ be a non-trivial additive character on k and let χ= (χ1, . . . ,χm ),ρ =
(ρ1, . . . ,ρn ) be sequences of characters on k× satisfying χi 6= ρ j for all i , j . Then, he
defined the ℓ-adic hypergeometric sheaves H ℓ
ψ,!(χ,ρ) on Gm,k by using the multi-
plicative convolution of H ℓψ,!(χi ;;)’s and Hyp
ℓ
ψ,!(;;ρ j )’s, where these convolvends
are defined by using Artin–Schreier sheaves and Kummer sheaves.
This ℓ-adic sheaf H ℓ
ψ,!(χ;ρ) has a property similar to (i) in the above theorem.
Namely, it is a smooth sheaf on Gm,k of rank max{m,n} if m 6= n, and its restriction
to Gm,k \{1} is a smooth sheaf of rankm ifm =n [Ka, Theorem 8.4.2].
Moreover, by definition, H ℓψ,!(χ;ρ) has a Frobenius structure. The Frobenius
trace functions of the ℓ-adic hypergeometric sheaves are called the “hypergeomet-
ric functions over finite field”. This function gives a generalization of the classical
Kloosterman sums. Moreover, this function has an intimate connection with the
Frobenius action on the étale cohomology of a certain class of algebraic varieties
(for example, Calabi–Yau varieties) over finite fields. (The hypergeometric function
over finite field is also called the “Gaussian hypergeometric function” by Greene [G],
who independently of Katz found this function based on a different motivation.)
The purpose of this article is to develop a p-adic counterpart of these complex
and ℓ-adic hypergeometric objects. This p-adic hypergeometric object will have
a presentation in terms of the (p-adic) differential equation, and at the same time
has a Frobenius structure. For its formalisation, we exploit the theory of arithmetic
D-modules introduced by Berthelot. The main theorem of this article is stated as
follows.
Main Theorem. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field ofmixed characteris-
tic (0,p) with residue field k, a finite field with q elements. Let π be an element of K
that satisfies πq−1 = (−p)(q−1)/(p−1). Let α = (α1, . . . ,αm ) and β= (β1, . . . ,βn ) be two
sequences of elements of 1
q−1Z, and assume thatαi−β j is not an integer for any i , j .
Let Hypπ(α;β) be the D
†
P̂1 ,Q
(†{0,∞})-module defined by the p-adic hypergeometric
differential operator
Hypπ(α;β)=
m∏
i=1
(x∂−αi )−(−1)
m+npπm−nx
n∏
j=1
(x∂−β j ),
that is,
Hypπ(α;β) :=D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})/D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})Hypπ(α;β).
Then, Hypπ(α;β) has the following properties.
(i) Ifm 6=n, thenHypπ(α;β) has a structure of anoverconvergentF -isocrystal on
Gm,k of rank max{m,n}. Ifm = n, then the restriction of Hypπ(α;β) to P̂
1
V
\{0,1,∞}
has a structure of an overconvergent F -isocrystal on Gm,k \{1} of rankm.
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(ii) We have an isomorphism
Hypπ(α;β)
∼=Hypπ(αi ;;)∗·· ·∗Hypπ(αm ;;)∗Hypπ(;;β1)∗·· ·∗Hypπ(;;βn ).
(iii) Let x be a closed point in Gm,k ifm 6= n, and in Gm,k \{1} ofm = n. Then, the
Frobenius trace of the overconvergent F -isocrystal obtained in (i) at x equals that of
the ℓ-adic hypergeometric sheafH ℓ
ψ,!(χ;ρ), whereψ,χ andρ are the corresponding
(sequence of) characters to π, α and β respectively.
In this theorem, (i) states not only that it is a free O-module of the desired rank,
but also that thisD-module satisfies a kind of convergence condition and that it has
a Frobenius structure. Despite the triviality of (i) of Convolution Theorem over C,
this is therefore a highly non-trivial statement.
Another difference from the over-C case is that we restricted the parameters to
rational coefficients. We expect that, even for other p-adic parameters not neces-
sarily coming from characters, the arithmetic hypergeometric D-modules are over-
convergent isocrystals (not necessarilywith Frobenius structure) if these parameters
satisfy the non-Liouville difference condition. However, since the overholonomic-
ity of arithmetic D-modules is not preserved by tensor product, our method is not
applicable at least verbatim.
We briefly explain the strategy of the proof of Main Theorem.
We firstly prove (ii). By a similar argument to the theory of D-module over the
complex numbers, the convolution with Hypπ(αi ;;) can be described by using the
p-adic Fourier transform of D-modules “on Â1”. We compare Hypπ(α;β), which
is an object “on Ĝm”, with the D-module “on Â1” associated to Hypπ(α;β). (This
is a point where we need some p-adic calculation.) By this comparison, we may
compute the right-hand side of the isomorphism in (ii) with the aid of the explicit
description of p-adic Fourier transform given by Huyghe.
Secondly, (iii) is a corollary of (ii) (see Remark 4.1.9).
Wefinally prove (i). It is an essentially classical result that (i) holds forHypπ(αi ;;)’s
and Hypπ(;;β j )’s. In particular, they are overholonomic F -D-modules. Because
the property of being an overholonomic F -D-module is preserved by six functors
as proved by D. Caro, (ii) shows that Hypπ(α;β) is also an overholonomic F -D-
module. Anoverholonomic F -D-module is known tobe anoverconvergentF -isocrystal
on a dense open subset, but we have to show that it is so on the “correct” open sub-
set. To do this, we use (iii) to show that Hypπ(α;β) have the desired rank as an
OX,Q-module. By combining this result with some properties of F -isocrystals, we
can finish the proof of (ii).
Recently, there appeared an article by Crew [Cr3], which studies the p-adic dif-
ferential equations from the point of view of rigidity. He proves the existence of the
Frobenius structure of the regular singular rigid overconvergent isocrystals under
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suitable conditions. We note that our Main Theorem (i) in the case where m = n
thus proves that the regular singular differential equations as above are examples of
the objects which he is dealing with.
There are other studies on the p-adic hypergeometric equations. Another study
by Crew [Cr1] deals with them in the case where n = 0, all αi ’s are zero, p is not
divisible by m and p 6= 2; our Main Theorem (i) is proved there in this case. A the-
orem due to Tsuzuki [T, 3.3.1, 3.3.3] is applicable to proving the overconvergence
and the existence of a Frobenius structure for “Picard–Fuchs equations” such as
Hyp(1/2,1/2;0,0), and we may prove Main Theorem (i) by it in these cases. Our
approach is quite different from theirs in the point that we extensively use the mul-
tiplicative convolution and systematically deal with general case including these two
cases.
At last, we note that the p-adic theory of hypergeometric functions (or exponen-
tial sums) are also studied in terms of partial linear differential equations of rank one
on a higher dimensional torus, for example by Dwork [D] and Adolphson [Ad].
We conclude this introduction by explaining the structure of the article.
Section 1 is a quick review of the theory of arithmetic D-modules.
Section 2 is devoted to giving a fundamental properties of multiplicative convo-
lution of arithmetic D-modules.
Section 3 concerns the arithmetic hypergeometric D-modules. In Subsection
3.1, we give a definition of the p-adic hypergeometric D-modules by using the p-
adic hypergeometric differential operators, and prove fundamental properties of
them. In Subsection 3.2, we give another definition of the p-adic hypergeometric
D-modules by using the multiplicative convolution, and compare it with the one
defined in Subsection 3.1; Main Theorem (i) is proved here (Theorem 3.2.5). Sub-
section 3.3 gives additional properties of p-adic hypergeometric D-modules con-
cerning multiplicative convolutions.
Section 4dealswith thehypergeometric isocrystals. In Subsection 4.1, weproved
that the p-adic hypergeometric D-modules are in fact overconvergent F -isocrystals
on the desired open subsets. Here, we finish the proof of Main Theorem ((ii) is
proved in Theorem 4.1.3. For (iii), see Remark 4.1.9.) In the last Subsection 4.2, we
prove the irreducibility of the hypergeometric isocrystals and give a characterization
of them.
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0.2 Conventions and Notations.
Throughout this article,V denotes a complete discrete valuation ring ofmixed char-
acteristic (0,p) whose residue field k is a finite field with q = p s elements. The
fraction field of V is denoted by K . We denote by |·| the norm on K normalized as
|p| = p−1. We will assume that K has a primitive p-th root of unity after Subsection
3.2.
If P is a smooth formal scheme over Spf(V ), then D†
P ,Q
denotes the sheaf of
rings of arithmetic differential operators introduced by Berthelot [B4]. Moreover, if
T is a divisor of the special fiber ofP , thenD†
P ,Q
(†T ) denotes the sheaf of arithmetic
differential operators with overconvergent singularity along T [B4, 4.2].
Let A be a sheaf of (not necessarily commutative) rings. If we say “A -module”,
we always mean a sheaf of left A -modules. Db(A ) denotes the bounded derived
category of the category of A -modules. Dbcoh(A ) denotes the full subcategory of
Db(A ) consisting of the complexes whose cohomologies are coherent.
Finally, in this article, if κ is a field, a κ-variety means a separated κ-scheme of
finite type.
1 ArithmeticD-modules.
In this section, we recall the theory of arithmetic D-modules that will be used in this
article.
1.1 Six functors.
In this subsection, we fix terminologies and notations, and quickly summarize the
theory of six-functor formalism of arithmetic D-modules. For a detailed explana-
tion, the reader may consult [Ab-Ca1, Section 1].
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over Spf(V ). Caro [Ca2, Définition 2.1] de-
fined the subcategoryDbovhol(D
†
P ,Q
) ofDbcoh(D
†
P ,Q
) consisting of overholonomicD†
P ,Q
-
complexes. Moreover, let T be a divisor of the special fiber ofP . The subcategory of
Dbcoh
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
consisting of the objects that are overholonomic asD†
P ,Q
-complex
is denoted by Dbovhol
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
. If a coherent D†
P ,Q
(†T )-module is an object of
Dbovhol
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
, then we say that it is an overholonomic D†
P ,Q
(†T )-module.
It is convenient to introduce here the following terminology.
Definition 1.1.1. (i) A d-couple is a pair (P ,T ), where P is a smooth formal
scheme over Spf(V ) and where T is a divisor of the special fiber of P (an empty
set is also a divisor).
(ii) A morphism of d-couples f˜ : (P ′,T ′)→ (P ,T ) is a morphism f : P ′ → P
such that f (P ′\T ′)⊂P \T and that f
−1
(T ) is a divisor (or empty).
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Definition 1.1.2. (i) A d-couple (P ,T ) realizes the k-variety X if P is proper and
X is the special fiber of P \T .
(ii) A morphism of d-couples f˜ : (P ′,T ′)→ (P ,T ) realizes the morphism of k-
varieties f : X ′→ X if (P ′,T ′) (resp. (P ,T )) realizes X ′ (resp. X ) and if f : P ′→P
induces f .
Now, let X be a k-variety, and assume that there exists a d-couple (P ,T ) real-
izing X . Then, the category Dbovhol
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
is proved to be independent of the
choice of (P ,T ) up to a canonical equivalence. This category is also denoted by
Dbovhol(X /K ).
Even if such a realizing d-couple does not exist, the triangulated categoryDbovhol(X /K )
can be defined for arbitrary realizable k-varieties (Recall that a k-variety is said to be
realizable if it can be embedded into a proper smooth formal scheme over Spf(V ).)
We do not explain the construction of Dbovhol(X /K ) for realizable varieties because
we have only to use formal properties of this category and do not need to refer to the
construction.
Definition 1.1.3. Let X be a realizable variety over k. (Recall that k is a finite field
with q = p s elements.) We denote by F (s)
X /k : X → X the s-th Frobenius morphism on
X .
(i) LetM be an object ofDbovhol(X /K ). A Frobenius structure onM is an isomor-
phism Φ : M → (F (s)
X /k)
∗M .
(ii) We define the category F -Dbovhol(X /K ) as follows: the objects are the pairs
(M ,Φ) consisting of anobjectM ofDbovhol(X /K ) and a Frobenius structureΦ onM ;
the morphisms are those of Dbovhol(X /K ) compatible with the Frobenius structures.
The category F -Dbovhol(X /K ) is equipped with Grothendieck’s six operations.
Dual functor. Let X be a realizable k-variety. Then, we have the dual functor
DX : F -D
b
ovhol(X /K )−→ F -D
b
ovhol(X /K ).
The functorDX ◦DX is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor onF -Dbovhol (X /K ).
Pull-back functors. Let f : X ′→ X be amorphismof realizable k-varieties. Then,
we have the extraordinary pull-back functor
f ! : F -Dbovhol(X /K )−→ F -D
b
ovhol(X
′/K ).
Moreover, we define the ordinary pull-back functor
f + : F -Dbovhol(X /K )−→ F -D
b
ovhol(X
′/K )
by f + =DX ′ ◦ f
!◦DX .
If f is an open immersion, then the two functors f ! and f + are isomorphic [Ab3,
5.5]; in this case, these two functors are also denoted by f ∗.
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Now, let us assume that f is realized by a smoothmorphism f˜ : (P ′,T ′)→ (P ,T )
of d-couples. (Amorphismof d-couple is said to be smooth if themorphism f : P ′→
P is smooth.) In this case, wehave a functor f˜ ! : Dbcoh
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
→Dbcoh
(
D
†
P ′ ,Q
(†T ′)
)
compatible with the functor f ! above. In fact, Berthelot’s construction [B3, 4.3.3]
gives a functor f
!
: Dbcoh
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
→Dbcoh
(
D
†
P ′,Q
(†f −1(T ))
)
, and we have f˜ !(M )=
D
†
P ′,Q
(†T ′)⊗ f
!
(M ).
In the case where f : X ′ ,→X is an open immersion, whereP ′ =P and where
f is the identity morphism, we also denote f˜ ! by f˜ ∗. The functor f˜ ∗ is exact on the
category of coherentD†
P ,Q
(†T )-modules because a sequence of coherentD†
P ,Q
(†T ′)-
modules is exact if and only if its restriction on X ′ is [B4, Proposition 4.3.12 (ii)].
Push-forward functors. Let f : X ′→ X be a morphism of realizable k-varieties.
Then, we have the push-forward functor f+:
f+ : F -D
b
ovhol(X
′/K )−→ F -Dbovhol(X /K ).
Moreover, we define the extraordinary push-forward functor
f! : F -D
b
ovhol(X
′/K )−→ F -Dbovhol(X /K )
by f! =DX ◦ f+◦DX ′ .
We have a natural morphism f!→ f+, and it is an isomorphism if f is proper.
We mention here a special case. Assume that f is realized by a morphism of
d-couples f˜ : (P ′,T ′)→ (P ,T ). Then, we have a push-forward functor [Ca1, 1.1.6]
f˜+ : D
b
coh
(
D
†
P ′ ,Q
(†T ′)
)
→Db
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
and it is compatible with the f+ above. If f is an open immersion, if P ′ =P and if
f is the identity morphism on P , then f˜+ is obtained by considering the complex
of D†
P ,Q
-modules as a complex of D†
P ,Q
(†T )-module via the inclusion D†
P ,Q
(†T ) ,→
D
†
P ,Q
(†T ′).
Tensor products. Let X be a realizable k-variety. Then we have the twisted ten-
sor functor
⊗˜ : F -Dbovhol(X /K )×F -D
b
ovhol(X /K )−→ F -D
b
ovhol(X /K ).
If f : X ′→ X is amorphism of k-varieties, then we have an isomorphism f !( – ⊗˜ – )∼=
f !( – )⊗˜ f !( – ).
If X is realized by a d-couple (P ,T ), then for two coherent D†
P ,Q
(†T )-modules
M andN , themoduleM ⊗˜N is definedbyM⊗†
OP(†T )Q
N [−dimP]. Here,OP ,Q(
†T )
denotes OP (
†T )⊗Q, where OP (
†T ) is the sheaf of functions on P with overcon-
vergent singularities along T [B4, 4.2.4], and ⊗† denotes the overconvergent tensor
product.
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The tensor functor −⊗− :=DX
(
DX (−)⊗˜DX (−)
)
is also defined.
Exterior tensor product. Let X ,Y be two realizable k-varieties. Then, we have
the exterior tensor product
⊠ : F -Dbovhol(X /K )×F -D
b
ovhol(Y /K )−→ F -D
b
ovhol(X×Y /K )
defined by M⊠N := pr!1M ⊗˜pr
!
2N , where pr1 : X ×Y → X (resp. pr2 : X ×Y → Y )
denotes the first (resp. second) projection.
The functor −⊠− is isomorphic to pr+1 (−)⊗pr
+
2 (−) [Ab-Ca1, Proposition 1.3.3].
We also have the relative Künneth formula [Ab2, 1.1.5]. Namely, if f : X ′ → X ,
g : Y ′ → Y are morphisms of realizable k-varieties, then there exists a natural iso-
morphism ( f ×g )+(M⊠N )∼= ( f+M )⊠(g+N ) for each objectM of F -Dbovhol(X
′/K )
and N of F -Dbovhol(Y
′/K ). By using the dual functor, we also get a natural isomor-
phism ( f ×g )!(M⊠N )∼= ( f!M )⊠(g !N ).
Projection formula is also available [Ab-Ca1, A.6]. Namely, let f : X ′ → X be a
morphism of realizable k-varieties. Then, for each M ∈ F -Dbovhol(X
′/K ) and N ∈
F -Dbovhol(X /K ), we have natural isomorphisms f+(M ⊗˜ f
!N )∼= f+(M )⊗˜N .
The base change theorem is also available; assume that we are given the carte-
sian diagram
X ′2 X2
ä
X ′1 X1
g ′
f ′ f
g
of realizable k-varieties. Then, we have natural isomorphisms g !◦ f+ ∼= f ′+◦g
′! and
g+◦ f! ∼= f
′
! ◦g
′+ of functors F -Dbovhol(X2/K )→ F -D
b
ovhol(X
′
1/K ). In fact, the first iso-
morphism is the base change theorem [Ab-Ca1, 1.3.10], and the second one is de-
rived from the first by using the dual functors.
Scalar Extension. We introduce a functor of scalar extension. Let k ′ be a fi-
nite extension of k with q ′ = p s
′
elements, and put V ′ := V ⊗W (k)W (k
′) and K ′ :=
Frac(V ′). Let X be a realizable variety over k and put X ′ := X ×k k
′. Under this set-
ting, we have the “changing the base field” functor
ιk ′/k : F -D
b
ovhol(X /K )→ F -D
b
ovhol(X
′/K ′).
(Note that a Frobenius structure on an objectN ofDbovhol(X
′/K ′) is defined to be an
isomorphism N → (F (s
′)
X ′
)∗N .)
For later use, we describe the construction of ιk ′/k assuming that X is realized
by a d-couple (P ,T ) realizing X . We first fix notations. Put P ′ :=P×Spf(V )Spf(V
′)
and T ′ := T ×k k
′, and denote by f : P ′→P the projection. In this paragraph, we
also denote D†
P ,Q
by D†
P/V ,Q
to make it explicit that it is defined for the morphism
P → Spf(V ).
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Now, take an object (M ,Φ) of F -Dbovhol(X /K ). Let us put
M
′ :=D†
P ′/V ′,Q
⊗
f −1D†
P/V,Q
f −1M .
Since f ∗D†
P/V ,Q
∼=D
†
P ′/V ′,Q
[B3, 2.2.2],M ′ is isomorphic to f !M as objects ofDbovhol(X
′/K )
by definition of Berthelot’s functor f !. Because of the presence of the Frobenius
structure, M ′ is in fact an object of Dbovhol(X
′/K ′) [Ab-Ca2, 1.2]. Moreover, by us-
ing the (semi-linear) morphism Φ′ : M ′ → (F (s)
X ′
)∗M ′ induced by Φ, we define an
isomorphism Φ′′ : M ′→ (F (s
′)
X ′
)∗M ′ inDbovhol(X
′/K ′) by
Φ
′′ := (F (s
′−s)
X ′
)∗Φ′◦(F (s
′−2s)
X ′
)∗Φ′ · · ·◦(F (s)
X ′
)∗Φ′◦Φ′.
We define ιk ′/k
(
(M ,Φ)
)
to be the pair (M ′,Φ′′). By the properties of six functors, the
scalar extension functor ιk ′/k commutes with six functors.
Frobenius trace function. Let X be a realizable k-variety, let (M ,Φ) be an ob-
ject of F -Dbovhol(X /K ) and let k
′ be a finite extension of k. In this paragraph, we
make explicit the term “Frobenius trace of (M ,Φ) at a k ′-valued point x ∈ X (k ′)”. Let
ix : Spec(k ′) ,→ X ′ denote the morphism of k ′-varieties induced by x. Under the no-
tation in the previous paragraph, put (M ′,Φ′) := i+x ◦ρk ′/k
(
(M ,Φ)
)
; it is thus an ob-
ject of F -Dbovhol(Spec(k
′)/K ′). M ′ is a complex ofK ′-vector spaces each ofwhose co-
homology is finite-dimensional, and the natural morphism M ′→ (F (s
′))∗M ′ com-
posed with (Φ′)−1 : (F (s
′))∗M ′ → M ′ is a K ′-linear isomorphism of M ′, which we
denote by FM ,x . Now, the Frobenius trace of (M ,Φ) at x ∈ X (k
′) is defined to be∑
i∈Z(−1)
i tr
(
FM ,x |H
i (M ′)
)
.
Overconvergent F -isocrystals. At last, we recall the relationship between the
theory of isocrystals and that of arithmetic D-modules. Let X be a smooth scheme
of dimension d which is separated of finite type over k, and assume that there exists
a d-couple (P ,T ) realizing X . Then, there exists a fully faithful functor
sp+ : F -Isoc
†(X /K )−→ F -Coh
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
,
where the target denotes the category of coherent DP ,Q(
†T )-modules with Frobe-
nius structure. The essential image of this functor is the coherentDP ,Q (
†T )-modules
whose restriction toP\T is coherent as anOP\T,Q-module [Ca1, Théorème 2.2.12].
We say that an object F -Coh
(
D
†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
is an overconvergent F -isocrystal if it be-
longs to the essential image of sp+.
If f : X → Y is a morphism between smooth schemes separated of finite type,
and if we put d := dimX−dimY , we have sp+◦ f
∗ ∼= f +([−d])◦sp+ [Ab2, 4.1.1]. More-
over, if weP is of constant dimension, thenwehave sp+(−⊗−)
∼= sp+(−)⊗˜sp+(−)[dimP]
[Ca4, 3.1.8].
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1.2 D†-affinity.
As in the classical case, when we discuss about the coherent D†-modules, it often
suffices that wemay just discuss on the global sections. In this subsection, we recall
a fundamental theorem about this point and give two particular examples which we
regularly use in this article.
Theorem1.2.1 ([H, 5.3.3]). LetP be a projective smooth formal scheme over Spf(V ),
and let T be an ample divisor of the special fiber of P . Then, the functor Γ(P ,−) is
exact and gives an equivalence of categories from the category of coherentD†
P ,Q
(†T )-
modules to the category of coherent Γ
(
P ,D†
P ,Q
(†T )
)
-modules.
We particularly apply this theorem to the following two d-couples: (P ,T ) =
(P̂1
V
, {∞}) and (P ,T )= (P̂1
V
, {0,∞}). In these cases, the ring of global sections of the
sheaf D†
P ,Q
(†T ) has an explicit description (cf. [H, p. 915]), and we immediately get
the following corollaries.
Corollary 1.2.2. Let A1(K )† be the ring defined by
A1(K )
† :=
{ ∑
l ,k∈N
al ,kx
l∂[k]
∣∣∣∣∣ al ,k ∈K ,∃C > 0,∃η< 1, |al ,k |p <Cηl+k
}
.
Then, the functor Γ(P̂1
V
,−) is exact and gives an equivalence of categories from the
category of coherentD†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})-modules to that of coherent A1(K )†-modules.
Corollary 1.2.3. Let B1(K )† be the ring defined by
B1(K )
† :=
{ ∑
l∈Z,k∈N
al ,kx
l∂[k]
∣∣∣∣∣ al ,k ∈K ,∃C > 0,∃η< 1, |a|l |∞ ,k |p <Cη|l |∞+k
}
.
Here, |l |∞ denotes the Euclid norm. Then, the functor Γ(P̂1V ,−) is exact and gives an
equivalence of categories from the category of coherentD†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})-modules to that
of coherent B1(K )†-modules.
In the rest of this article, we implicitly use these equivalences and identify the
source and the target.
1.3 Examples of overholonomic arithmeticD-modules.
Now, we introduce some specific examples of overholonomic F -D†-modules.
Deltamodules. Let X be an open subscheme ofA1
k
, let λ be an element of k and
let ιλ : {λ} ,→ X denote the inclusion. We define an object δλ of F -D
b
ovhol(X /K ), the
“Dirac deltamodule” atλ. Note that the sheafO{λ},Q :=O{λ}⊗Q can be seen as an ob-
ject of F -Dbovhol({λ}/K ). We define δλ := ιλ,+(O{λ},Q). If λ˜ denotes the Teichmüller lift
ofλ, this object is isomorphic to A1(K )†/A1(K )†(x−λ˜) as a coherent A1(K )†-module.
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Dwork module associated with a non-trivial additive character. Let ψ be a
non-trivial additive character on k and assume that K contains a primitive p-th root
of unity. We associate with ψ an overholonomic F -D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})-module (therefore
an object of F -Dbovhol(A
1
k
)) Lψ, which we call “the Dwork module associated with
ψ”. Before we review its definition, let us recall the fact thatψ defines an element πψ
of K as follows [B1, (1.3)].
Firstly, remark that the characterψ takes value in K because we assumed that K
has a primitive p-th root of unity. Now, if k is a prime field, then πψ is defined to be
the unique root of X p−1+p that satisfies
ψ(1)≡ 1+πψ (mod π
2
ψ).
For general k, let k0 be the prime field contained in k and fix a nontrivial additive
characterψ0 on Fp . Then, there exists a unique element a ∈ Fq that satisfies
ψ(x)=ψ0
(
Trk/k0(ax)
)
∀x ∈ k.
The element πψ is defined by πψ = πψ0 a˜, where a˜ is the Teichmüller lift of a in K .
Conversely, we may recover ψ from πψ as follows. In fact, the radius of conver-
gence of the formal power series θψ(z)= exp
(
πψ(z−zq )
)
is strictly greater that 1, and
for each x ∈ Fq , we have the equation θψ(x˜)=ψ(x) [B1, Lemme (1.4)]. We note that
an element π of K is of the form πψ for some non-trivial additive characterψ on k if
and only if πq−1 = (−p)(q−1)/(p−1). In fact, π
q−1
ψ = (−p)
(q−1)/(p−1) by the definition of
πψ, and since different two non-trivial characters on k give different πψ’s, each root
of X q−1−(−p)(q−1)/(p−1) must be of the form πψ.
We are now ready for defining the Dwork module Lψ associated with the non-
trivial additive character ψ. It is defined to be the coherent D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})-module
Lψ :=D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})/D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})(∂+πψ)
with the Frobenius structure
Φ : Lψ→ (F
(s)
P1
k
/k
)∗Lψ; eψ 7→ exp
(
−πψ(x−x
q )
)
⊗eψ; (1.1)
here, eψ denotes the global section of Lψ defined by the global section 1 ∈ A1(K )†
and x denotes the coordinate. We also denote Lψ by Lπψ and call it the Dwork
module associated with πψ.
We recall some fundamental properties of the Dworkmodule.
Proposition 1.3.1. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k.
(i) Let Lψ be the Dwork F-isocrystal associated to ψ [B1]. Then, sp+Lψ is isomor-
phic to Lψ.
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(ii) Let k ′ be a finite extension of k. Then, the base extension ιk ′/k(Lψ) of Lψ is
isomorphic toLψ◦Trk′/k .
(iii) Let x be an element of k and consider it as a k-valued point ix : Spec(k) ,→A1k .
Then, Frobenius trace ofLψ at x is −qψ(x).
Proof. (i) It is a classical fact [B2, 5.2].
(ii) Because ιk ′/k is exact and sends D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞}) to D†
P̂1
V ′
,Q
(†{∞}), we have
ιk ′/k (Lψ)=D
†
P̂1
V ′
(†{∞})/D†
P̂1
V ′
(†{∞})(∂+πψ)
as a D†
P̂1
V ′
(†{∞})-module. Since πψ = πψ◦Trk′/k , it is the same object as Lψ◦Trk′/k . The
Frobenius structures are also compatible because θψ◦Trk′/k (z)=
∏s ′−s
i=1 θψ(z
q i−1).
(iii) Because of the isomorphism i+x sp+(Lψ)
∼= sp+(i
∗
x Lψ)(1)[1], it suffices to prove
that the Frobenius trace of Lψ at x equalsψ(x). Since Lψ is an isocrystal of rank one,
i∗x Lψ is a one-dimensional K -vector space. If x 6= 0, let x˜ denote the Teichmüller lift
of x; then the Frobenius structure is defined by
i∗x Lψ→ i
∗
x Lψ; e 7→ exp
(
πψ(x˜− x˜
q )
)
e = θψ(x˜)e =ψ(x)e,
which shows the claim. A similar calculation shows the claim in the case where x =
0.
Kummer module associated with a multiplicative character. Let α be an el-
ement of 1
q−1Z. We associate with α an overholonomic F -D
†
P̂1V ,Q
(†{0,∞})-module
(therefore an object of F -Dbovhol(Gm,k )) Kα, which we call “the Kummer module as-
sociated with α”, in the following way. We define Kα to be B1(K )†/B1(K )†(x∂−α)
(considered as a coherent D†
P1 ,Q
(†{0,∞})-module) with the Frobenius structure
Kα→ (F
(s)
P1
k
/k
)∗Kα; eα 7→ x
−α(q−1)
⊗eα; (1.2)
here, eα denotes the global section of Kα defined by the element 1 ∈ B1(K )†.
As we did in the case of Dwork modules, we may consider the Kummer mod-
ules as being associated with characters. Let χ be a (multiplicative) character on k×.
Let αχ be an element of
1
q−1Z satisfying χ(ξ) = ξ˜
(q−1)αχ . (This condition does not
uniquely determine αχ ∈
1
q−1Z, but αχ mod Z is a uniquely determined element of
1
q−1Z/Z.) Kαχ is also denoted by Kχ; this does not depend on the choice of αχ up
to isomorphism because Kα ∼=Kα+1 for any α∈
1
q−1Z.
The following properties, which correspond to those for Dworkmodules (Propo-
sition 1.3.1), are also available. The proof is also parallel to that of Proposition 1.3.1
and we omit it.
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Proposition 1.3.2. Let χ be a character on k×.
(i) Let Kα be the Kummer convergent F -isocrystal on Gm,k overconvergent along
{0,∞} defined by α. Then, sp+Kα is isomorphic toKχ.
(ii) Let k ′ a finite extension of k. Then, the base extension ιk ′/k (Kψ) of Kψ is iso-
morphic toKψ◦Normk′/k .
(iii) Let x be an element of k ′× and consider it as a k-valued point ix : {x} ,→Gm,k .
Then, the Frobenius trace ofKχ at x is −qχ(x).
1.4 Fourier transform.
Let ψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and we fix it throughout this sub-
section. We assume that K contains a primitive p-th root of unity. Recall from the
previous subsection that then an element πψ of K is associated with ψ and that we
have the Dworkmodule Lψ in F -Dbovhol(A
1
k
/K ).
The purpose of this subsection is recalling the theory of Fourier transforms of
arithmetic D-modules, which is closely related to the theory of multiplicative con-
volution. The basic references are articles of Huyghe [NH1, NH2]. Her theory of
p-adic Fourier transforms is the one with respect to the character ψ which can be
expressed by ψ0◦Trk/k0 (in other words, for which πψ is a root of X
p−1+p). How-
ever, her argument remains valid for general ψ, we use the theory of p-adic Fourier
transform for a generalψ.
First, we define the “integral kernel” of the arithmetic Fourier transform. Let
µ : A1
k
×A1
k
→ A1
k
be the multiplication morphism (x, y) 7→ xy , and define Lµ,ψ :=
µ!(Lψ[−1]). Then, Lµ,ψ is an object of F -Dbovhol(A
1
k
×A1
k
/K ) concentrated on degree
0. Let (P ′,T ′) denote the d-couple defined by P ′ = P̂1
V
×P̂1
V
and T ′ = ({∞}×P1
k
)∪
(P1
k
×{∞}). We also regardLµ,ψ as an object ofDbcoh
(
D
†
P ′ ,Q
(†T ′)
)
.
Definition 1.4.1. The functor
FTψ : D
b
coh
(
D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})
)
−→Dbcoh
(
D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})
)
is defined by sending M in Dbcoh
(
D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})
)
to
FTψ(M )= p˜r2,+
(
Lµ,ψ⊗
†
OP′ ,Q(
†T ′)
p˜r1
!
M
)
[−2],
where p˜ri : (P
′,T ′)→ (P̂1
V
, {∞}) denotes the smoothmorphism of d-couples defined
by the i -th projection P̂1
V
×P̂1
V
→ P̂1
V
for i ∈ {1,2}. This object FTψ(M ) is called the
geometric Fourier transform of M .
We also define the geometric Fourier transform on the category F -Dbovhol(A
1
k
/K ).
Namely, we define
FTψ : F -D
b
ovhol(A
1
k/K )→ F -D
b
ovhol(A
1
k/K ); M 7→pr2,+
(
Lµ,ψ⊗˜pr
!
1M
)
,
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where pri ’s are i -th projections A
1
k
×A1
k
→A1
k
.
These two functors are compatible with each other because it is true for each
functor appearing in the definitions.
In defining the geometric Fourier transform, we could have used pr2,! instead of
pr2,+, and Huyghe proved that these two “geometric Fourier transforms” coincide.
The following proposition is a special case of her result.
Proposition 1.4.2 ([NH2, Theorem 3.2]). Let M be an object of F -Dbovhol(A
1/K ).
Then, the natural morphism
pr2,!
(
Lµ,ψ⊗˜pr
!
1M
)
−→ FTψ(M )
is an isomorphism.
Remark1.4.3. Theoriginal form [NH2, Theorem3.2] of this propositionbyHuyghe
is quite stronger. It states that for all objects of Dbcoh
(
D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})
)
, the source of this
morphism is well-defined, that so is the morphism itself, and that it is an isomor-
phism.
Under the identification in 1.2.2, the geometric Fourier transform of an over-
holonomic D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})-module is explicitly described as follows.
Proposition 1.4.4 ([NH1, Théorème 5.3.1]). Letϕπψ : A1(K )
†→ A1(K )† be the ring
automorphism defined by ϕπψ(x) = −∂/πψ and ϕπψ(∂) = πψx. Let M be a coherent
A1(K )†-module and denote byϕπψ ,∗M the coherent A1(K )
†-module obtained by let-
ting A1(K )† act on M via ϕπψ . Then, we have a natural isomorphism FTψ(M )
∼=
ϕπψ,∗M [−1].
2 MultiplicativeConvolutionof ArithmeticD-modules.
In this section, we construct a theory ofmultiplicative convolutions of arithmeticD-
modules. The contents of this section is basically a direct translation of the classical
arguments for the convolution of complexD-modules [Ka, Chapter 5] and for ℓ-adic
perverse sheaves [Ka, Chapter 7] to the p-adic setting.
2.1 Definition and basic properties.
Definition 2.1.1. Let M ,N be objects of F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ). Then, we define two
convolutions, M ∗!N and M ∗+N , by
M ∗!N :=µ!
(
M⊠N
)
, M ∗+N :=µ+
(
M⊠N
)
,
where µ : Gm,k×Gm,k →Gm,k denotes the multiplication morphism.
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We here state some basic properties of these convolutions.
Proposition 2.1.2. Let∗ be the convolution∗! or∗+. Then, the following properties
hold.
(i) The delta module δ1 is the unit of the convolution, that is, we have natural
isomorphisms δ1∗M ∼=M andM ∗δ1 ∼=M for all M ∈ F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ).
(ii) The convolution is commutative, that is, we have a natural isomorphism M1∗
M2
∼=M2∗M1 for all M1,M2 ∈ F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ).
(iii) The convolution is associative, that is, we have a natural isomorphism (M1∗
M2)∗M3 ∼=M1∗(M2∗M3) for all M1,M2,M3 ∈ F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ).
Proof. This is an easy exercise of six functors. As an example, let us prove (i). Let
ι1 : {1} ,→ Gm,k be the inclusion. Then, we have δ1 = ι1,+(O{1},Q), and because ι1 is
proper we also have δ1 = ι1,!(O{1},Q). Then, the Künneth formula shows that δ1⊠
M ∼= (ι1×idGm )?(O{1},Q⊠M ) for each ? ∈ {+, !}, where the exterior tensor product in
the right-hand side is taken on {1}×Gm,k . Under the identification {1}×Gm,k ∼=Gm,k ,
the objectO{1},Q⊠M is identified withM , and the product map µ is identified with
the identity map, which shows that δ1∗M ∼=M . The isomorphism M ∗δ1 ∼=M is
proved in the same way.
Proposition 2.1.3. Let M ,N be objects of F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ), let x be an element
of k and consider it as a k-valued point of Gm,k . For each element y of k, we denote by
Tr(Φ|My ) (resp. Tr(Φ|Ny )) the Frobenius trace ofM (resp. N ) at the k-valued point
defined by y. Then, the Frobenius trace ofM ∗!N at the k-valued point defined by x
equals ∑
x1 ,x2∈k ,x1x2=x
Tr(Φ|Mx1)Tr(Φ|Nx2).
Proof. Let µ : Gm,k×Gm,k → Gm,k denote the multiplication map and let pri : Gm,k×
Gm,k → Gm,k denote the i -th projection for i ∈ {1,2}. Recall that M ∗!N = µ!(M⊠
N )∼=µ!(pr+1 M⊗pr
+
2 N ). LetGx denote the fiber product of ix : Spec(k) ,→Gm,k and
µ, let iG denote the inclusion Gx ,→Gm,k×Gm,k , and let f : Gx → Spec(k) denote the
structure morphism. Then, by the base change theorem, we have
i+x (M ∗!N )
∼= f!i
+
Gx
(pr+1 M ⊗pr
+
2 N ).
The Frobenius trace of this object at a closed point can be calculated by the trace
formula [Ab2, A.4.1]. Each k-valued point ofGx is of the form (ix1 , ix2), where x1,x2 ∈
k× with x1x2 = x, and where ix j is the k-valued point Spec(k) ,→Gm,k defined by x j .
For this k-valued point, we have
(ix1 , ix2)
+i+Gx (pr
+
1 M ⊗pr
+
2 N )
∼= (i+x1M )⊗(i
+
x2
N )∼= (i+x1M )⊗˜(i
+
x2
N ),
where the last isomorphism follows from [Ab1, Proposition after 5.8]. This shows the
claim.
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2.2 Relationwith Fourier Transforms.
In this subsection, we will show that the convolutions are “symmetric” generaliza-
tions of the geometric Fourier transform.
In this subsection, inv: Gm,k →Gm,k denotes the morphism defined by x 7→ x
−1,
pri : Gm,k×Gm,k →Gm,k denotes the i -th projections for i ∈ {1,2}.
Lemma 2.2.1. For each objectsM ,N ∈ F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ), we have canonical iso-
morphisms
M ∗+N
∼= pr2,+
(
pr!1(inv
∗
M )⊗˜µ!N
)
and M ∗!N ∼= pr2,!
(
pr!1(inv
∗
M )⊗˜µ!N
)
.
Proof. The proof goes as in [Ka, (5.1.10)]. Let σ : Gm,k×Gm,k → Gm,k×Gm,k the mor-
phism defined by (x, y) 7→ (x−1,xy). Since µ = pr2 ◦σ, M ∗+N (resp. M ∗!N )
is isomorphic to pr2,+ ◦σ+(pr
!
1M ⊗˜pr
!
2N ) (resp. pr2,! ◦σ+(pr
!
1M ⊗˜pr
!
2N ) because
σ+ =σ!). By using inv◦pr1◦σ= pr1, we have for each ? ∈ {+, !}
M ∗?N
∼= pr2,?◦σ+
(
σ∗pr!1(inv
∗
M )⊗˜pr!2N
)
∼= pr2,?
(
pr!1(inv
∗
M )⊗˜σ+(pr
!
2N )
)
,
where the second isomorphism is the projection formula applied to σ. Since σ◦σ=
id, we have a natural isomorphism σ∗ ∼=σ+ of functors, which shows that σ+◦pr!2
∼=
(pr2◦σ)
! =µ!. This shows the claim.
Proposition 2.2.2. Assume that K contains a primitive p-th root of unity. We de-
note by j : Gm,k ,→A
1
k
the natural inclusion. Then, for each objectM of F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ),
we have natural isomorphisms
j∗
(
FTψ( j+inv
∗
M )
)
∼=M∗+( j
∗
Lψ)[−1] and j
∗
(
FTψ( j!inv
∗
M )
)
∼=M∗!( j
∗
Lψ)[−1].
Proof. The proof of the first isomorphism goes precisely as in the over-C case [Ka,
5.2.3] and is omitted here. In the same way, wemay construct an isomorphism
j∗
(
pr2,!
(
Lµ,ψ⊗˜pr
!
1 j!inv
∗
M
))
∼=M ∗!( j
∗
Lψ).
Now, the isomorphism pr2,!(Lµ,ψ⊗˜pr
!
1N )
∼= FTψ(N ) (Proposition 1.4.2) applied to
N = j!inv∗M proves the second isomorphism.
3 p-adic hypergeometricD-modules.
In this section, we introduce the p-adic hypergeometric D-modules in two ways;
one is given by explicit hypergeometric equations, and the other uses themultiplica-
tive convolutions. After that, we compare these two D-modules and investigate the
properties of them.
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3.1 Hypergeometric differential operators.
First, let us define a hypergeometric differentialD†-module onGm,k by using hyper-
geometric differential operators.
Definition 3.1.1. Let π be a non-zero element of K , and let α1, . . . ,αm ,β1, . . . ,βn
be elements of K . We write the sequence α1, . . . ,αm byα and β1, . . . ,βn by β.
(i) Wedefine thehypergeometric operatorHypπ(α;β)=Hypπ(α1, . . . ,αm ;β1, . . . ,βn )
to be
Hypπ(α;β) :=
m∏
i=1
(x∂−αi )−(−1)
m+npπm−nx
n∏
j=1
(x∂−β j )
(ii) We define a B1(K )†-module Hπ(α;β)=Hπ(α1, . . . ,αm ;β1, . . . ,βn ) by
Hπ(α;β) :=B1(K )
†/B1(K )
†Hypπ(α;β).
Remark 3.1.2. Recall from 1.2.3 that we are identifying the category of coherent
D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})-modules and that of coherent B1(K )†-modules. Since Hπ(α;β) is a
coherentB1(K )†-module by definition, it is also regarded as a coherentD
†
P1 ,Q
(†{0,∞})-
module.
However, the fact that Hπ(α;β) is a coherent D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})-module does not
mean that Hπ(α;β) is coherent as a D
†
P̂1
V
,Q
-module ([B4, Remarque after Théorème
4.4.12]). This is a reason why we cannot immediately conclude that it is an over-
holonomic D†
P̂1
V
,Q
-module. We later show that it is in fact overholonomic if π is the
element associated with a non-trivial additive character and if αi ’s and β j ’s are the
elements associated with multiplicative characters under a suitable condition.
Lemma 3.1.3.Under the notation in Definition 3.1.1, Hπ(α;β) has the following
properties.
(i) Let i˜nv : (P̂1
V
, {0,∞})→ (P̂1
V
, {0,∞}) denote the morphism of d-couples defined
by the inversion morphism inv : P̂1
V
→ P̂1
V
. (This morphism i˜nv realizes the
inversion morphism inv: Gm,k → Gm,k .) Then, i˜nv
∗
Hπ(α;β) is isomorphic to
H(−1)pπ(−β,−α), where−α (resp. −β)denotes the sequence−α1, . . . ,−αm (resp.
−β1, . . . ,−βn ).
(ii) Let γ be an element of 1
q−1Z. Then, Hπ(α;β)⊗
†
O
P1,Q(
†{0,∞})
Kγ is isomorphic to
Hπ(α+γ;β+γ), whereα+γ (resp. β+γ) denotes the sequenceα1+γ, . . . ,αm+γ
(resp. β1+γ, . . . ,βn+γ).
Proof. (i) Since i˜nv
∗
is identified with the base extension via B1(K )† → B1(K )† de-
fined by x 7→ x−1 and ∂ 7→ −x2∂, it suffices to show that the left ideal generated by
m∏
i=1
(−x∂−αi )−(−1)
m+npπm−nx−1
n∏
j=1
(−x∂−β j )
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equals that generated byHyp(−1)pπ(−β;−α). This canbe seenby a direct calculation:
m∏
i=1
(−x∂−αi )−(−1)
m+npπm−nx−1
n∏
j=1
(−x∂−β j )
=(−1)m+np+n+1πm−nx−1
{
n∏
j=1
(x∂+β j )−(−1)
n+mp
(
(−1)pπ
)n−m
x
m∏
i=1
(x∂+αi )
}
=(−1)m+np+n+1πm−nx−1Hyp(−1)pπ(−β;−α).
(ii) We know that Kγ = B1(K )†/B1(K )†(x∂−γ) is isomorphic to O
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})
as an O
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})-module. Therefore, the functor – ⊗†
O
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})
Kγ on the cat-
egory of coherent B1(K )†-modules does not change the underlying OP̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})-
module, and ∂ acts on the resulting B1(K )†-module as the action of ∂+γx−1 on the
original B1(K )†-module. By this change of the action, x∂ goes x∂−γ, which proves
the assertion.
Later, we also have to consider the hypergeometric differential operator “onA1
k
”,
not only “on Gm,k”. The following proposition describes the first essential relation-
ships between them.
Proposition 3.1.4. Let π be a non-zero element of K and let α1, . . . ,αm ,β1, . . . ,βn
be elements of K . Let j˜ : (P1
k
, {0,∞}) ,→ (P1
k
, {∞}) denote the morphism of d-couples
defined by idP1
k
. (This morphism realizes the inclusion morphism j : Gm,k ,→A
1
k
.)
(i) j˜∗
(
A1(K )†/A1(K )†Hypπ(α;β)
)
is isomorphic toHπ(α;β).
(ii) Assume that |π| = |p|1/(p−1), that αi ’s belong to
1
q−1Z\Z and that β j ’s belong to
1
q−1Z. Then, the natural morphism
A1(K )
†/A1(K )
†Hypπ(α;β)→ j˜+ j˜
∗
(
A1(K )
†/A1(K )
†Hypπ(α;β)
)
of A1(K )†-modules is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i) The assertion follows from the fact that the functor j˜∗ is exact on the cat-
egory of coherent D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})-modules.
(ii) LetL denote the A1(K )†-module A1(K )†/A1(K )†Hypπ(α;β) and letϕ : L →
j˜+ j˜
∗L denote the natural morphism in question. In order to prove that ϕ is an
isomorphism, it suffices to prove that the left multiplication lx : L → L by x on
L is bijective. In fact, suppose that we have proved the bijectivity of lx . Since the
restriction of ϕ (regarded as a morphism of D†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{∞})-modules) to P̂1
V
\{0} is an
isomorphism, it suffices to show that the restriction of ϕ on Â1
V
is an isomorphism.
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Let us denote by i˜ : ({0},;)→ (P̂1
V
, {∞}) the morphism of d-couples defined by the
closed immersion i¯ : {0} ,→ P̂1
V
. Then, by the definition of extraordinary pull-back
[Ca1, (1.1.6.1)] (cf. [B3, 4.3.2]), i˜ !L is the complex
[
L
lx
−→L
]
, where the target is
placed at degree zero. Therefore, the bijectivity of lx is equivalent to i˜ !L = 0. More-
over, if we denote by i ′ : {0} ,→A1
k
the inclusion, then i˜ !L = 0 implies i ′!(L |
Â1
V
)= 0.
In the localization triangle [Ca1, (1.1.6.5)] in Dbcoh(D
†
Â1
V
,Q
),
RΓ
†
{0}
(
L |
Â1
V
)
−→L |
Â1
V
−→
(
j˜+ j˜
∗
L
)
|
Â1
V
−→+1,
the first term is isomorphic to i ′+◦i
′!
(
L |
Â1
V
)
[Ca3, Corollaire 3.4.7, Théorème 3.4.9
and the first point in Remarques 3.4.10]. This shows that the restriction of ϕ on Â1
V
is an isomorphism, which concludes the proof.
Now, we show that lx is bijective. We firstly work on the injectivity. Let P,Q be
elements of A1(K )† that satisfies xP = QHypπ(α;β). We show that Q ∈ xA1(K )
†;
then, since x is not a zero-divisor in A1(K )†, we get that P ∈ A1(K )†Hypπ(α;β) and
the injectivity follows. In order to show that Q ∈ xA1(K )†, we may assume that Q
is of the form Q =
∑
∞
l=0 cl∂
[l ], where cl ’s are elements of K satisfying ∃C > 0,∃η <
1,∀l , |cl | < Cη
l . Then, because Hypπ(α;β) =
∏
i (x∂−αi )−(−1)
m+npπm−nx
∏
j (x∂−
β j ), and because ∂[l ]x ≡ ∂[l−1] (mod xA1(K )†), we have
QHypπ(α;β)≡
∞∑
l=0
cl
m∏
i=1
(l−αi )∂
[l ]
−(−1)m+npπm−n
∞∑
l=1
cl
n∏
j=1
(l−1−β j )∂
[l−1]
(mod xA1(K )
†).
By assumption, the left-hand side belongs to xA1(K )†, which shows that, for each l ,
cl
m∏
i=1
(l−αi )= (−1)
m+npπm−ncl+1
n∏
j=1
(l−β j ).
Fix a positive integer l that exceeds all α j ’s and β j ’s. Then, for each natural number
k, we have
cl+k = (−1)
k(m+np)π−k(m−n)
∏m
i=1(l+k−1−αi )(l+k−2−αi ) . . . (l−αi )∏n
j=1(l+k−1−β j )(l+k−2−β j ) . . . (l−β j )
cl .
Lemma 3.1.5 below shows that
∣∣(l+k−1−β j ) . . . (l−β j )∣∣−1 ≥ pk/(p−1)−1k−1 and ∣∣(l+
k−1−αi ) . . . (l−αi )
∣∣ ≥ p−k/(p−1)(q−1)−1(l+k−1−αi )−1. By these inequalities and
|π| = p−1/(p−1), we have
|cl+k | ≥ p
−m(q−1)−2mk−n
m∏
i=1
(l+k−1−αi )
−1
|cl |
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for each k. Since |cl+k | <Cη
l+k for all k, wemust have |cl | = 0, therefore cl = 0. Since
l supposed to be an arbitrary positive integer exceeding all α j ’s and β j ’s, we get that
Q is a finite sum. Now, the recurrence relation for cl and the assumption that αi ’s
are not integers, we know thatQ = 0.
Next, we show the surjectivity. Given P ∈ A1(K )†, we have to show that there
exists Q ,R ∈ A1(K )† such that xQ = P +RHypπ(α;β). We may assume that P is
of the form P =
∑∞
l=0 cl∂
[l ], where cl ’s are elements of K satisfying ∃C > 0,∃η <
1,∀l , |cl | < Cη
l . We show that there exists R ∈ A1(K )† of the form R =
∑
∞
d=0dl∂
[l ]
that satisfies P+RHypπ(α;β) ∈ xA1(K )
†. Let l0 be the maximum of the elements in{
β j+1
∣∣ j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}∩Z≥0 if this set is not empty; if it is empty, then let l0 = 0. Then,
wemay assume that cl = 0 if l < l0 by the following reason.
If A1(K ) denotes the usual Weyl algebra with coefficients in K , then by our as-
sumption on the parameters, the right multiplication by Hypπ(α;β) is bijective on
A1(K )/xA1(K ) [Ka, 2.9.4, (3)⇒(2)]. This shows that there exists R′ ∈ A1(K ) such that∑l0−1
l=0 cl∂
[l ]+R′Hypπ(α;β) ∈ xA1(K ) (The proof in the reference [Ka] is given over C,
but it remains valid for all field of characteristic 0). Now, we assume that cl = 0 if
l < l0.
We put dl = 0 if l < l0, and for each s ≥ 0 we put
dl0+s =
∞∑
t=s
(−1)(t−s)(m+np+1)π(t−s)(m−n)
∏n
j=1(l0+t−1−β j ) . . . (l0+s−β j )∏m
i=1(l0+t−αi ) . . . (l0+s−αi )
cl0+t ; (3.1)
This infinite series actually converges; in fact, Lemma 3.1.5 shows that
∣∣(l0+ t−1−
β j ) . . . (l0+s−β j )
∣∣≤ p−(t−s)(p−1)+1(t−s) and that∣∣(l0+t−αi ) . . . (l0+s−αi )∣∣−1 ≤ p(t−s−1)/(p−1)(q−1)(l0+t−αi ),
and therefore the norm of each summand in the left-hand side is bounded from
above by
pm/(p−1)+n(q−1)mC ·(t−s)m
m∏
i=1
(l0+t−αi )·η
l0+t .
This converges to 0 as t→∞, which shows that dl0+s is well-defined.
Now, we put R =
∑∞
l=0dl∂
[l ]. Then, by the bound calculated above, R is an ele-
ment of A1(K )†. In fact, we have |dl0+s | ≤ C
′max
{
(t−s)m
∏
i (l0+ t−αi )η
l0+t
}
for a
constantC ′ > 0, where the max is taken for t ≥ s. By choosing η′ satisfying η> η′ > 1,
we have |dl0+s | ≤C
′η′l0+t for sufficiently large s, which shows that R ∈ A1(K )†.
Finally, we show that R satisfies P+RHypπ(α;β) ∈ xA1(K )
†. This is equivalent to
showing that
dl
m∏
i=1
(l−αi )−(−1)
(m+np)πm−ndl+1
n∏
j=1
(l−β j )+cl = 0
for all l ≥ 0. It trivially holds if l < l0−1 because dl = dl+1 = cl = 0 in this case; it also
holds if l = l0−1 because dl = cl = 0 and l−β j = 0 for some j ; otherwise, we may
check it directly by using (3.1).
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This completes the proof of the surjectivity of lx , and therefore of the proposi-
tion.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let l ,N be natural numbers that satisfies l ≤ N, and let α be an
element of 1q−1Z. Then, we have∣∣∣∣∣ N∏
s=l
(s−α)
∣∣∣∣∣≤ p−(N−l+1)/(p−1)+1(N−l+1)
If α< l , then we also have∣∣∣∣∣ N∏
s=l
(s−α)
∣∣∣∣∣≥ p−(N−l+1)/(p−1)(q−1)−1(N−α)−1
Proof. Letm be a positive integer, and let tm be the number of (s−α)’s for s = l , . . . ,N
that belongs to pmZ(p):
tm := #
{
s ∈ {l , . . . ,N }
∣∣ s−α ∈ pmZ(p)} .
Then, if vp denotes the p-adic valuation so that vp (p)= 1, we have vp
(∏N
s=l
(s−α)
)
=∑∞
m=1 tm . Because α ∈ Z(p), there is exactly one multiple of p
m in every pm succes-
sive (s−α)’s, and as a result we have
⌊
N−l+1
pm
⌋
≤ tm ≤
⌊
N−l+1
pm
⌋
+1. Moreover, in case
α < l , we have tm = 0 unless pm ≤ (q−1)(N−α); in fact, s−α (for s = l , . . . ,N ) is a
multiple of pm if and only if so is the integer (q−1)(s−α). Now, since
N−l+1
p−1
−logp (N−l+1)−1≤
∞∑
m=1
⌊
N−l+1
pm
⌋
≤
N−l+1
p−1
,
vp
(∏N
s=l
(s−α)
)
=
∑∞
m=1 tm satisfies
∞∑
m=1
tm ≥
∞∑
m=1
⌊
N−l+1
pm
⌋
≥
N−l+1
p−1
−logp (N−l+1)−1
in general. Moreover, if α< l , then by the discussion above we have
∞∑
m=1
tm =
logp (q−1)(N−α)∑
m=1
tm
and it satisfies
logp (q−1)(N−α)∑
m=1
tm ≤
∞∑
m=1
⌊
N−l+1
pm
⌋
+logp (q−1)(N−α)≤
N−l+1
p−1
+logp (q−1)(N−α).
This shows the assertion.
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3.2 Arithmetic hypergeometricD-modules and convolution
In this section, firstly, we give another construction of arithmetic hypergeometric
D-modules. Under this definition, these D-modules are overholonomic and have
Frobenius structures by nature. Secondly, we compare these D-modules with the
ones given in the previous subsection. The comparison is the main part of this arti-
cle.
In the remaining part of this article, we always assume that K has a primitive p-th
root of unity.
Definition 3.2.1. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and let χ1, . . . ,χm
and ρ1, . . . ,ρn be multiplicative characters on k×. Let j : Gm,k ,→ A
1
k
denote the in-
clusion. We denote the sequence χ1, . . . ,χm by χ and ρ1, . . . ,ρn by ρ; the empty se-
quence is denoted by;. Then, wedefine anobjectHypψ,+(χ;ρ) ofF -D
b
ovhol(Gm,k/K )
as follows.
(i) If (m,n)= (0,0), then Hypψ,+(;;;) := δ1.
(ii) If (m,n)= (1,0), then Hypψ,+(χ1;;) := j
∗Lψ⊗˜Kχ1 [2].
(iii) If (m,n)= (0,1), then Hypπ,+(;;ρ1) := inv
∗
(
j∗Lψ−1⊗˜Kρ−11
)
[2].
(iv) Otherwise, Hypψ,+(χ;ρ) is defined by
Hypψ,+(χ1;;)∗+ . . .∗+Hypψ,+(χm ;;)∗+Hypψ,+(;;ρ1)∗+ . . .∗+Hypψ,+(;;ρn).
We also define anobjectHypψ,!(χ;ρ) ofF -D
b
ovhol(Gm,k/K ) in a similarway. Namely,
we put Hypψ,!(χ;ρ) := Hypψ,+(χ;ρ) if (m,n) ∈
{
(0,0),(1,0),(0,1)
}
, and otherwise
Hypψ,!(χ;ρ) is defined by (iv) above but ∗+’s are replaced by ∗!.
Remark 3.2.2. If (m,n) ∈
{
(0,0),(1,0),(0,1)
}
, then we immediately get a concrete
description ofHypψ,+(χ;ρ) (and therefore of Hypψ,!(χ;ρ)) as a B1(K )
†-module:
Hypψ,+(;;;)=B1(K )
†/B1(K )
†(1−x),
Hypψ,+(χ1;;)=
(
B1(K )
†/B1(K )
†(x∂−αχ1+πψx)
)
[1], and
Hypψ,+(;;ρ1)=
(
B1(K )
†/B1(K )
†(1−(−1)pπ−1ψ x(x∂−αρ1 ))
)
[1].
Here,αχ1 (resp. αρ1 ) is an element of
1
q−1Z satisfying χ1(ξ)= ξ˜
(q−1)αχ1 (resp. ρ1(ξ)=
ξ˜(q−1)αρ1 ). The first equation follows from the definition of the delta module, and
the other two equations can be proved by the same calculation as we did in Lemma
3.1.3.
This remark shows that, for these (m,n)’s, then Hypψ,+(χ;ρ) and Hypψ,!(χ;ρ)
are isomorphic to Hπψ (α;β) as B1(K )
†-modules modulo a shift of degree. The aim
of this section is to generalize this fact to the case wherem and n are larger.
Before doing that, we prove the similar formula for Hypψ’s as Lemma 3.1.3.
Lemma 3.2.3.Under the notation in Definition 3.2.1, assume that (m,n) 6= (0,0).
Then, Hypψ,?(χ;ρ) has the following properties where ? denotes+ or !.
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(i) inv∗Hypψ,?(χ;ρ) is isomorphic to Hypψ−1,?(ρ
−1;χ−1), where ρ−1 (resp. χ−1)
denotes the sequence ρ−11 , . . . ,ρ
−1
m (resp. χ
−1
1 , . . . ,χ
−1
n ).
(ii) Let γ be a character on k×. If (m,n) 6= (0,0), then Hypψ,?(χ;ρ)⊗˜(Kγ[1]) is iso-
morphic toHypψ,?(χγ;ργ), whereχγ (resp. ργ)denotes the sequenceχ1γ, . . . ,χmγ
(resp. ρ1γ, . . . ,ρnγ).
Proof. (i) If (m,n) = (1,0) or (m,n) = (0,1), then the assertion is obvious by defini-
tion. Otherwise, it follows from the formula inv∗(M ∗?N ) ∼= (inv∗M )∗? (inv∗N ),
whose proof is immediate.
(ii) If (m,n)= (1,0), then the claimdirectly follows from the formulaKρ ⊗˜Kχ[1]∼=(
Kρ⊗
†
O(†{0,∞})
Kχ[1]
)
[−1]∼=Kρχ. If (m,n)= (0,1), then it suffices to use this formula
and the formula inv∗Kχ−1 ∼=Kχ twice.
In order to prove the assertion in the general case, we first note that µ!Kγ ∼=Kγ⊠
Kγ[1]. Therefore, for arbitrary objects M and N in F -Dbovhol(Gm/K ), we have
(M ⊗˜Kγ[1])∗+ (N ⊗˜Kγ[1])∼=µ+
(
(M⊠N )⊗˜(Kγ⊠Kγ)
)
[2]
∼= (M ∗+N )⊗Kγ[1].
This fact and the assertion for (m,n)= (1,0),(0,1) finish the proof.
Lemma3.2.4. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and let χ1, . . . ,χm and
ρ1, . . . ,ρn be characters on k×. Let k ′ be a finite extension of k. We putψ′ :=ψ◦Trk ′/k ,
χ′
i
:= χi ◦Normk ′/k and ρ
′
j
:= ρ j ◦Normk ′/k . Moreover, we denote by χ (resp. ρ) the
sequence χ1, . . . ,χm (resp. ρ1, . . . ,ρn ) and byχ′ (resp. ρ′) the sequence χ′1, . . . ,χ
′
m (resp.
ρ′1, . . . ,ρ
′
n ). Then, we have
ιk ′/k
(
Hypψ,+(χ,ρ)
)
=Hypψ′,+(χ
′,ρ′)
and
ιk ′/k
(
Hypψ,!(χ,ρ)
)
=Hypψ′,+(χ
′,ρ′).
Proof. If (m,n) = (0,0), the assertion is obvious. If (m,n) 6= (0,0), then it follows
from the description of scalar extension of Dworkmodules and of Kummer modules
(Subsection 1.3) and from the fact that the scalar extension commutes with the six-
functor formalism.
Theorem 3.2.5. Let ψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and let χ1, . . . ,χm ,
ρ1, . . . ,ρn be characters on k×. Let α (resp. β) denote the sequence α1, . . . ,αm (resp.
β1, . . . ,βn ), where αi (resp. β j ) is an element of
1
q−1Z that satisfies χi (ξ) = ξ˜
(q−1)αi
(resp. ρ j (ξ) = ξ˜
(q−1)β j ). We assume that (m,n) 6= (0,0) and that χi 6= ρ j for any i , j .
Then, we have an isomorphism
Hypψ,+(χ;ρ)
∼=Hπψ (α;β)[m+n].
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asD†
P̂1
V
,Q
(†{0,∞})-modules.
Proof. We prove it by induction onm+n. The proof in the case (m,n)= (1,0),(0,1)
is already explained in Remark 3.2.2.
First, by Lemma 3.1.3 (i) and Lemma 3.2.3 (i), we may assume thatm > 0. More-
over, by Lemma 3.1.3 (ii) and Lemma 3.2.3 (ii), we may assume that χ1 = 1 and
α1 = 0. Now, note that Hypψ,+(1;;) = j
∗Lπ⊗˜K1[2] = j∗Lπ[1]. It therefore suf-
fices to show the isomorphismHypψ,+(χ
′;ρ)∗+( j∗Lψ[1])∼=Hπψ (α;β)[1] ofB1(K )
†-
modules, where χ′ denotes the sequence χ2, . . . ,χm .
Firstly, Proposition 2.2.2 shows that
Hypψ,+(χ
′;ρ)∗+ ( j
∗
Lψ[1])∼= j
∗
(
FTψ( j+inv
∗
Hypψ,+(χ
′;ρ))
)
.
By Lemma 3.2.3 (i), we have
inv∗Hypψ,+(χ
′;ρ)∼=Hypψ−1,+(ρ
−1;χ′−1),
and by induction hypothesis, it is isomorphic to
B1(K )
†/B1(K )
†Hypπ
ψ−1
(−β−1;−α′−1)[m+n−1]
as a B1(K )†-module. Moreover, by Proposition 3.1.4 (i), it is isomorphic to
j˜∗
(
A1(K )
†/A1(K )
†Hypπ
ψ−1
(−β−1;−α′−1)
)
[m+n−1].
Since there are no integers in the sequence −β−1 by our assumption, we conclude
by using Proposition 3.1.4 (ii) that
j+inv
∗
Hypψ,+(χ
′;ρ)[m+n]∼= A1(K )
†/A1(K )
†Hypπ
ψ−1
(−β−1;−α′−1)[m+n−1].
Now,wemay compute the Fourier transformof this object by using Proposition 1.4.4
and the formula πψ−1 = (−1)
pπψ, and the result is A1(K )†/A1(K )†Hypπψ(α;β)[m+
n]. In fact, since under the notation in Proposition 1.4.4 we have ϕπψ (x∂) = −∂x =
−x∂−1,
ϕπψHypπ
ψ−1
(−β−1;−α′−1)
=ϕπψ
(
n∏
j=1
(x∂+β j+1)−(−1)
n+(m−1)p ((−1)pπψ)n−m+1x m∏
i=2
(x∂+αi+1)
)
=
n∏
j=1
(−x∂+β j )−(−1)
n(p−1)πn−m+1ψ
−∂
πψ
m∏
i=2
(−x∂+αi )
=
(−1)n(p−1)+m−1
πm−nψ x
{
x∂
m∏
i=2
(x∂−αi )−(−1)
m+npπm−nψ
n∏
j=1
(x∂−β j )
}
.
Again by using Proposition 3.1.4 (i), it shows the assertion.
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Corollary 3.2.6. Let π be an element of K that satisfies πq−1 = (−p)(q−1)/(p−1), and
let α1, . . . ,αm ,β1, . . . ,βn be elements of
1
q−1Z that satisfy αi−β j 6∈Z for any i , j . Then,
the B1(K )†-module Hπ(α;β) and the A1(K )†-module A1(K )†/Hypπ(α;β)A1(K )
† are
overholonomic and have a Frobenius structure.
Proof. By assumption and Theorem 3.2.5, Hπ(α;β) is isomorphic to Hypψ,+(χ;ρ)
for some ψ, χi ’s and ρ j ’s satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.5. Therefore,
the assertion for Hπ(α;β) now follows. The assertion for A1(K )†/A1(K )†Hypπ(α;β)
follows from the theorem together with Proposition 3.1.4 (i), (ii).
3.3 Comparisonof twohypergeometricD-modules associatedwith
characters
In Definition 3.2.1, we defined two versions of hypergeometric D-modules associ-
ated with characters; one uses ∗! and the other uses ∗+. The goal of this subsection
is to prove that these are naturally isomorphic to each other under the hypothesis in
Theorem 3.2.5.
We begin with a variant of Proposition 3.1.4 (ii).
Proposition 3.3.1. Let α1, . . . ,αm ,β1, . . . ,βn be elements of
1
q−1Z. Assume that αi 6∈
Z for any i andmoreover thatαi−β j 6∈Z for any i , j . Let j : Gm ,→A
1 be the inclusion.
Then, the natural morphism
j! j
∗
(
A1(K )
†/A1(K )
†Hypπ(α;β)
)
−→ A1(K )
†/A1(K )
†Hypπ(α;β)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. WeputL := A1(K )†/A1(K )†Hypπ(α;β); it is overholonomic and has a Frobe-
nius structure by Corollary 3.2.6. By the localization triangle j! j∗ → id→ i+i+ →
[Ab-M, (3.1.9.1)], it suffices to prove that i+L = 0. Since i+L is isomorphic to the
complex
[
L an
∂·
−→L an
]
[Cr2, 5.1.3], where L an denotes the analytification of L , it
suffices to prove that ∂ bijectively acts on L an. Moreover, since the kernel and the
cokernel of this morphism have the same dimension [Ab-M, 3.1.10 and Remark after
that], it only remains to show that it is injective.
Recall that the ring Dan of analytic differential operators [Cr2, 4.1] is described
as
D
an
=
{
∞∑
k=0
ak∂
[k]
∣∣∣∣∣ ak ∈ A[0,1[ and ∃η< 1,∀r < 1,∃Cr > 0, |ak |r ≤Crηk
}
.
Here, A[0,1[ denotes the ring of analytic functions on the open unit disk, and | · |r
denotes the r -Gauss norm on A[0,1[. Since we have L an = Dan/DanHypπ(α;β),
in order to show the injectivity of ∂·, it suffices to prove the following property: if
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P,Q ∈Dan satisfies ∂P =QHypπ(α;β), thenQ belongs to ∂D
an. Wemay assume that
Q ∈ A[0,1[. We putQ =
∑
cl x
l . Since
QHypπ(α;β)≡
∞∑
l=0
(
m∏
i=1
(−l−1−αi )x
l
−(−1)m+npπm−n
n∏
j=1
(−l−2−β j )x
l+1
)
cl
modulo ∂Dan, the assumption thatαi 6∈Z shows inductively that all cl ’s are zero.
Corollary 3.3.2.Under the situation in the previous proposition, the natural mor-
phism
j!Hπ(α;β)−→ j+Hπ(α;β)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Combine Proposition 3.1.4 and Proposition 3.3.1.
Now, we get the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.3. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, letχ1, . . . ,χm and
ρ1, . . . ,ρn be characters on k× and assume that χi 6= ρ j for any i , j . Then, the natural
morphism
Hypψ,!(χ;ρ)−→Hypψ,+(χ;ρ)
in F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ) is an isomorphism.
Proof. If (m,n) = (0,0),(1,0),(0,1), the assertion is obvious by definition. Let us
prove the assertion by induction on m+n. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.5, we
may assume thatm > 0 and that χ1 is trivial. Then, (again by the similar argument
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.5,) the claim reduces to showing that
j∗
(
FTψ( j!Hypπ
ψ−1 ,!
(ρ−1;χ′−1))
)
−→ j∗
(
FTψ( j+Hypπψ ,+(ρ
−1;χ′−1))
)
is an isomorphism. By induction hypothesis, the natural morphism
Hypπ
ψ−1 ,!
(ρ−1;χ′−1)−→Hypπ
ψ−1 ,+
(ρ−1;χ′−1)
is an isomorphism, and moreover Theorem 3.2.5 shows that both are isomorphic to
Hπ(α;β) for some π, αi ’s and β j ’s satisfying the assumption of Proposition 3.3.1.
Therefore, the morphism
j!Hypπ
ψ−1 ,!
(ρ−1;χ′−1)−→ j+Hypπ
ψ−1 ,+
(ρ−1;χ′−1)
is an isomorphism because the underlying morphism inDbovhol(A
1
k
/K ) is an isomor-
phism by the previous corollary. This shows the assertion.
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4 Hypergeometric Isocrystals.
In this section, we study the isocrystals (in the classical sense) defined by hyper-
geometric differential operators. The first subsection compares it with the arith-
metic hypergeometric D-modules in the previous section, and as a result, proves
that the latter is has a structure of overconvergent F -isocrystals. In the second sub-
section, we discuss the irreducibility and a characterization of these overconvergent
F -isocrystals.
Recall that we are always assuming that K has a primitive p-th root of unity.
4.1 Overconvergence of hypergeometric isocrystals.
Throughout this subsection, we fix a π ∈K× with πq−1 = (−p)(q−1)/(p−1), fix elements
α1, . . . ,αm and β1, . . . ,βn in
1
q−1Z such that αi −β j 6∈ Z for any i , j , and assume that
(m,n) 6= (0,0). Weput r :=max{m,n}. Wedenote byT the divisor {0,∞} ofP1
k
ifm 6= n
and {0,1,∞} if m = n, and we put X := P̂1
V
\T and X := P1
k
\T . In this subsection,
hl (x) ∈K [x](l ∈N) denote the polynomial defined by
Hypπ(α;β)=
∞∑
l=0
hl (x)∂
l .
Lemma 4.1.1.We have
hr (x)=

xm if m > n,
xm
(
1−(−1)n(p+1)x
)
if m = n,
−(−1)m+npπm−nxn+1 if m < n.
If l > r , then hl (x)= 0.
Proof. (x∂)l is the sum of xl∂l and a differential operator of differential order < l .
The assertion follows from this fact.
This lemma shows that hl (x)
hr (x)
’s are global sections of OXK . With this in mind, we
define the hypergeometric isocrystals Hπ(α;β) on X as follows.
Definition 4.1.2. The hypergeometric isocrystal Hπ(α;β) is the freeOXK -module
(OXK )
⊕r equipped with the connection
∇=

0 1
0 1
0 1
−
h0(x)
hr (x)
−
h1(x)
hr (x)
. . . . . . −hr−1(x)hr (x)
⊗dx.
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The following theorem, which relates the isocrystal Hπ(α;β) and the arithmetic
D-moduleHπ(α;β), is the goal of this subsection. For the convenience of the reader,
we repeat the hypothesis in this subsection.
Theorem4.1.3. Let π be an element of K× satisfyingπq−1 = (−p)(q−1)/(p−1), and let
α1, . . . ,αm and β1, . . . ,βn be elements of
1
q−1Z satisfying αi −β j for any i , j . Then, we
have an isomorphism
sp+Hπ(α;β)
∼=Hπ(α;β).
In particular, Hπ(α;β) has a structure of a convergent F -isocrystal on X overconver-
gent along T .
In the course of the proof, we need the theory of hypergeometric functions over
finite fields (or hypergeometric sums) [Ka, (8.2.7)] and the ℓ-adic hypergeometric
sheaves [Ka, Theorem 8.4.2].
Definition 4.1.4. (i) Letm,n be natural numbers and let t be an element of k. We
define the hypersurface V (m,n, t) of (Gm,k )
m+n by the equation
m∏
i=1
xi ·
n∏
j=1
y−1j = t ,
where (x1, . . . ,xm , y1, . . . , yn ) is the coordinate of (Gm,k )
m+n .
(ii) Let ψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and let χ1, . . . ,χm ,ρ1, . . . ,ρn be
multiplicative characters on k×. We denote the sequence χ1, . . . ,χm (resp. ρ1, . . . ,ρn )
by χ (resp. ρ). Then, the function Hypψ(χ;ρ) on k
× is defined by
Hypψ(χ;ρ)(t) :=
∑
ψ
(
m∑
i=1
xi−
n∑
j=1
y j
)
·
m∏
i=1
χi (xi )·
n∏
j=1
ρ−1j (y j ),
where the sum runs over (x1, . . . ,xm , y1, . . . , yn ) ∈V (m,n, t).
Proposition 4.1.5 ([Ka, (8.2.7), Theorem 8.4.2]). Under the notation in Definition
4.1.4 (ii), assume that χi 6= ρ j for each i , j . Then, there exists a smooth ℓ-adic sheaf
H ℓψ,!(χ;ρ) of rank r =max{m,n} on X , whose Frobenius trace at a closed point x of
degree h equals
(−1)m+n+1Hypψ◦Trκ(x)/k (χ◦Normκ(x)/k ;ρ◦Normκ(x)/k ).
We refer the smooth ℓ-adic sheaf H ℓψ,!(χ;ρ) in the previous proposition as “the
ℓ-adic hypergeometric sheaf”.
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 4.1.3. We start by calculating the
Frobenius trace ofHypψ,!(χ;ρ).
Proposition 4.1.6. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and letχ1, . . . ,χm
and ρ1, . . . ,ρn be characters on k×. Let x be a k-rational point of Gm,k . Then, the
Frobenius trace ofHypψ,!(χ;ρ) at x equals q
2(m+n)Hypψ(χ;ρ)(x).
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Proof. If (m,n)= (1,0), Proposition 1.3.1 (iii) and 1.3.2 (iii) show that the Frobenius
trace ofHypψ,!(χ;;) at x equals q
2ψ(x)χ(x), which coincides with q2Hypψ(χ;;)(x).
The case where (m,n)= (0,1) can be proved similarly.
In general, for any sequences χ (resp. χ′,ρ,ρ′) of characters on k×, we have
Hypψ(χ,χ
′;ρ,ρ′)(t)=
∑
t1t2=t
Hypψ(χ;ρ)(t1)Hypψ(χ
′,ρ′)(t2).
The claim is proved by this formula, Proposition 2.1.3 and the previous two cases.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let T ′ be a divisor of P1
k
that includes T , put Y := P̂1
V
\T ′, Y :=
P1
k
\T ′, and assume that Hπ(α;β)|Y is a coherent OY ,Q-module. Then, Hπ(α;β)|Y
is a freeOY ,Q-module of rank r .
Proof. By assumption, there exists a convergent isocrystal E on Y satisfying sp+E
∼=
Hπ(α;β)|Y . Since E is free as an OYK -module (being locally free over the principal
ideal ring Γ(YK ,OYK )), Hπ(α;β)|Y is also free as an OY ,Q-module. Therefore, it
remains to prove that its rank equals r .
Let x be a closed point of Y with residue field κ(x). Then, i+x ικ(x)/kHπ(α;β) is
concentrated at degree −1 [Ab-Ca1, (1.2.14.1)]; for proving the lemma, it suffices to
show that the (−1)-st cohomology is of dimension r .
By the scalar extension, we may assume that x is a k-rational point. Let ψ (resp.
χi ’s and ρ j ’s) be a non-trivial character on k (resp. characters on k×) correspond-
ing to π (resp. αi ’s and β j ’s), so that Hπ(α;β) ∼=Hypψ,+(χ;ρ)[−(m+n)]. For each
positive integer h, let kh be a field extension of k of degree h. By using the pre-
vious proposition, we see just as in [Ka, (8.2.7)] that the Frobenius trace at x of
ιkh/k
(
Hypψ,!(χ,ρ)
)
[−(m+n)] equals
(−1)m+n(qh)2(m+n)Hypψ◦Trkh /k
(χ◦Normkh/k ;ρ◦Normkh/k ). (4.1)
The assumption and the purity [Ab-Ca1, (1.2.14.1)] shows that the trace of the Frobe-
nius action on this (−1)-st cohomology is the minus of (4.1). Since it equals the
Frobenius trace of the smooth ℓ-adic sheaf H ℓψ,!(χ;ρ) of rank r at x, there exist (q-
Weil) numbers γ1, . . . ,γr independent of h satisfying
(−1)m+n+1(qh)2(m+n)Hypψ◦Trkh /k
(χ◦Normkh/k ;ρ◦Normkh/k )= γ
h
1+γ
h
2+·· ·+γ
h
r .
Since the left-hand side is the trace of the h-th iterate of the Frobenius action on the
(−1)-st cohomology of i+x Hypψ,+(χ;ρ)[−(m+n)], this action has exactly r eigenval-
ues (Note that there are no zero eigenvalue.) This shows that its dimension equals
r .
Lemma 4.1.8. Let T ′ be a divisor of P1
k
that includes T , and put Y := P̂1
V
\T ′. As-
sume that Hπ(α;β)|Y is a coherentOY ,Q-module. Then, the composition
DY ,Q −→D
†
Y ,Q
−→Hπ(α;β)|Y
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induces an isomorphism
ϕ : DY ,Q/DY ,QHypπ(α;β)−→Hπ(α;β)|Y
ofDY ,Q-modules.
Proof. Since the leading coefficienthr (x) ofHypπ(α;β) is invertible onX by Lemma
4.1.1,DX ,Q/DX ,QHypπ(α;β) is a freeOX ,Q-module of rank r ; The previous lemma
shows that the target of ϕ is also a free OY ,Q-module of rank r .
Therefore, it suffices to show that ϕ is surjective. Since ϕ is a morphism of co-
herent OY ,Q-modules, it suffices to prove that the morphism Γ(Y ,ϕ) of the global
sections is surjective. It follows because it has a dense image and because the source
is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.3. Let T ′ be a divisor of P1
k
containing T that satisfies the as-
sumption in Lemma 4.1.8, which exists because Hπ(α;β)|Y is an overholonomic
F -D†
Y ,Q
-module [Ca1, Théorème 2.2.17]. Since DY ,Q/DY ,QHypπ(α;β) is the re-
striction of sp+Hπ(α;β) to Y , the isocrystal Hπ(α;β)|YK is a convergent isocrystal
on Y [Ca1, Théorème 2.2.12]. Since the convergent property of an isocrystal can
be checked by the restricting to a dense open subset [O, Theorem 2.16], Hπ(α;β)
itself is a convergent isocrystal. This shows that the DX ,Q-module structure on
sp+Hπ(α;β) extends to a D
†
X ,Q
-module structure, and we obtain an isomorphism
sp+Hπ(α;β) ∼=Hπ(α;β)|X of D
†
X ,Q
-modules. In particular, Hπ(α;β)|X is OX ,Q-
coherent, which shows the claim [Ca1, Théorème 2.2.12].
Remark 4.1.9. Let ψ (resp. χi ’s and ρ j ’s) be a non-trivial character on k (resp.
characters on k×) corresponding to π (resp. αi ’s and β j ’s). Then, Proposition 4.1.6
shows that the Frobenius trace ofHπ(α;β) equals (−1)m+n+1Hypψ(χ;ρ) (The differ-
ence from the Frobenius trace of Hypψ,!(χ;ρ) comes from the isomorphism of pu-
rity [Ab-Ca1, (1.2.14.1)]). As a result, the Frobenius trace of Hπ(α;β) coincides with
that of ℓ-adic hypergeometric sheaf, which we denoted byH ℓψ,!(χ;ρ) in the proof of
Lemma 4.1.7.
4.2 Irreducibility anda characterizationofhypergeometric isocrys-
tals.
We firstly prove that the arithmetic hypergeometric D-modules are irreducible.
Proposition 4.2.1. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and letχ1, . . . ,χm
and ρ1, . . . ,ρn be characters on k× that satisfies χi 6= ρ j for any i , j . Then, the follow-
ing statements hold.
(i) Hypψ,+(χ;ρ) is an irreducible object of F -D
b
ovhol(Gm,k/K ).
(ii) j+Hypψ,+(χ;ρ) is an irreducible object of F -D
b
ovhol(A
1
k
/K ).
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Proof. If (m,n) = (0,0), then both assertions are trivial. We prove both (i) and (ii)
by induction on m+n. In order to prove (i), we first note that the irreducibility is
preserved under taking inv∗ and under the tensorisation of Kγ’s because these op-
erations are equivalences of categories from F -Dbovhol(Gm,k/K ) to itself. Therefore,
by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.5, we may assume thatm > 0
and that χ1 is trivial. In the proof of Theorem 3.2.5, we see that
Hypψ,+(χ;ρ)
∼= j
∗
(
FTψ( j+Hypπ
ψ−1 ,+
(ρ−1;χ′−1))
)
ifχ′ denotes the sequence χ2, . . . ,χm . By induction hypothesis, j+Hypψ,+(ρ
−1;χ′−1)
is irreducible in F -Dbovhol(A
1
k
/K ). Because the geometric Fourier transform FTψ is an
equivalence of categories, FTψ
(
j+Hypψ,+(ρ
−1;χ′−1)
)
is also irreducible. Because
j∗ = j ! and because it preserves the property of being “irreducible or zero” [Ab-Ca1,
1.4.6], the proof of (i) is done. To prove (ii), note that Corollary 3.3.2 shows that
j+Hypψ,+(χ;ρ) is the intermediate extension [Ab-Ca1, 1.4.1] ofHypψ,+(χ;ρ). Since
the intermediate extension preserves the irreducibility [Ab-Ca1, 1.4.7], (ii) is proved.
This proposition also gives the irreducibility of hypergeometric isocrystals.
Proposition 4.2.2. Let π be an element of K× satisfyingπq−1 = (−p)(q−1)/(p−1), and
let α1, . . . ,αm and β1, . . . ,βn be elements of
1
q−1Z satisfying αi −β j 6∈ Z for any i , j .
If (m,n) 6= (0,0), then the overconvergent F -isocrystal Hπ(α;β) on X is irreducible,
where X denotes Gm,k if m 6=n and Gm,k \{1} if m =n.
Proof. If m 6= n, then it follows from Proposition 4.2.1. If m = n, then it follows
from the irreducibility of k !Hypψ,+(χ;ρ), where k : Gm,k \{1} ,→ Gm,k is the inclu-
sion, which is a consequence of Proposition 4.2.1 and [Ab-Ca1, Lemma 1.4.6].
At last, we give a characterizationof hypergeometric isocrystals in termsof Frobe-
nius trace function.
Proposition 4.2.3. Letψ be a non-trivial additive character on k, and letχ1, . . . ,χm
and ρ1, . . . ,ρn be characters on k× that satisfies χi 6= ρ j for any i , j ; let π (resp. αi ’s
and β j ’s) be elements of K (resp.
1
q−1Z) corresponding to ψ (resp. χi ’s and ρ j ’s). Let
X be Gm,k if m 6=n and be Gm,k \{1} if m = n.
Let ι : K ∼= C is an isomorphism. Let F be an ι-mixed overconvergent F -isocrystal
on X whose Frobenius trace at each closed point x equals (−1)m+n+1Hypψ(χ;ρ). Then,
there exists an isomorphismF →Hπ(α;β) of overconvergent F -isocrystals. Moreover,
we have
dimK Hom(F ,Hπ(α;β))= 1.
Proof. First, note that Hπ(α;β) is pointwise ι-pure because the Frobenius traces co-
incide with those of a smooth ℓ-adic sheaf H ℓψ (χ;ρ) and the latter is so [Ka, The-
orem 8.4.2 (4)]. Therefore, by the “Cˇebotarev density theorem” for overconvergent
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F -isocrystals [Ab1, 3], the semi-simplifications ofF andHπ(α;β) are isomorphic to
each other. Because Hπ(α;β) is irreducible by the previous proposition, F is itself
isomorphic to Hπ(α;β). In particular, F is irreducible, which shows the last part of
the proposition.
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